In order to implement quality control measures and create fine flavor products, an important 21 objective in cocoa processing industry is to realize standards for characterization of cocoa raw 22 42 3
materials, intermediate and finished products with respect to their processing stages and 23 countries of origin. Towards this end, various works have studied separability or 24 distinguishability of cocoa samples belonging to various processing stages in a typical cocoa 25 processing pipeline or to different origins. Limited amount of success has been possible in this 26 direction in that unfermented and fermented cocoa samples have been shown to group into 27 separate clusters in PCA. However, a clear clustering with respect to the country of origin has 28 remained elusive. In this work we suggest an alternative approach to this problem through the 29 framework of correlation networks. For 140 cocoa samples belonging to eight countries and 30 three progressive stages in a typical cocoa processing pipeline we compute pairwise Spearman 31 and Pearson correlation coefficients based on the LC-MS profiles and derive correlation 32 networks by retaining only correlations higher than a threshold. Progressively increasing this 33 threshold reveals, first, processing stage (or sample type) modules (or network clusters) at low 34 and intermediate values of correlation threshold and then country specific modules at high 35 correlation thresholds. We present both qualitative and quantitative evidence through network 36 visualization and node connectivity statistics. Besides demonstrating separability of the two 37 data properties via this network-based method, our work suggests a new approach for studying 38 classification of cocoa samples with nested attributes of processing stage sample types and 39 country of origin along with possibility of including additional factors, e.g., hybrid variety, etc. research. The former helps in ensuring whether the stages in a typical cocoa processing pipeline 53 have been rightly carried to achieve the best possible finished product, and the latter commands 54 high value among consumers for nuanced taste and aroma of the consumed food item. 55
Previous research successfully demonstrate characteristic differences between unfermented, 56 partially fermented and fermented cocoa samples (processing-stages) and even identified 57 corresponding potentially responsible classes of compounds through multivariate statistical 58 analysis, e.g., principal component analysis (PCA) (Wold et al., 1987) , on the chemical 59 composition of these samples (Caligiani et On the other hand, the 'language of networks' (Albert and Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2003) has 67 proven immensely useful in visualizing and interpreting relationships between multitude of 68 entities, and across many disciplines-metabolomics (Jeong et al., 2000) , genetics (Grimbs et Here, we apply the framework of network science to simultaneously study the clustering of 75 cocoa samples with regards to their processing-stage sample types and country of origin. 76
We start by computing pairwise Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients between 140 77 cocoa samples belonging to three different stages in a typical cocoa processing pipeline 78 (unfermented, fermented and liquor) and 8 countries through their LC-MS profiles in positive 79 ion mode. On the basis of correlations obtained, we construct correlation networks, at varying 80 correlation thresholds. In these networks, the nodes are samples and an edge between two 81 samples is drawn, when the correlation coefficient exceeds the threshold value. 82
We find that, as we progressively increase the correlation threshold from 0 towards 1, the 83 clustering of cocoa samples is first dominated by processing-stage sample types at low and 84 intermediate correlation thresholds, and then by countries of origin at high correlation 85 thresholds. We show this both qualitatively and quantitatively via network visualizations and 86 network edge statistics. 87
Our work demonstrates the presence of processing-stage level grouping on a coarser level and 88 origin level grouping on a finer level within the former. This nested grouping can be revealed 89 by successively keeping higher correlations. Further, our works suggests a new approach to 90 study clustering or classification of food samples upon multiple nested attributes and can prove 91 an important complement to traditional approaches and strategies. 92 93 6
Materials and Methods

94
Country and Origin details 95
The LC-MS data set we use here has a total of 140 samples (positive ion mode). The 
Where cov( a , b ) represents the covariance between the LC-MS profiles of samples a and b, 153 while -. andb represent the standard deviation in the LC-MS profiles a and b , 154 respectively. The Spearman correlation can be defined as the Pearson correlation between the 155 9 ranks of the original variables (i.e., a and b ). The ranked variables / a and / b , are obtained 156 from the original variables a and b by sorting them from lowest to highest and substituting 157 the values by the position in the sorted list (i.e., the rank of the values). Formally, the Spearman 158 correlation coefficient is thus calculated as 159
The Spearman and Pearson correlations across all pairs of LC-MS samples can be written in 161 the form of matrices, R 2 and R, whose entries denoted by ã b and ab , respectively. 162
The correlation matrices R 2 so obtained, i.e. the case of Spearman correlation coefficient, is 163 visualized through heatmap in Figure 1A . The heat map of Pearson correlation coefficient 164 matrix, R, is given in Supplementary Information file. By construction the correlation matrices 165 The nodes denote the objects which are related to each other in some way, and the edge 194 represent the relation between the nodes. For further knowledge about network, see (Albert and 195 Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2003) . In a correlation network, an edge represents the correlation 196 between two nodes. In our correlation network, the nodes represent the different LC-MS 197 samples of cocoa or its products sourced from different origins, and the edge between the nodes 198 represent the correlation between the LC-MS samples. Figure 1B The strength of correlation is represented by the color of the edge between the nodes, yellow 208 representing low correlation and violet representing high correlation. The spatial placement of 209 nodes in Figure 1B , and all of the following networks, is done through variants of spring layout 210 algorithms in Cytoscape (Shannon et al., 2003) which places the nodes with higher correlation 211 closer together (2.3 Network production and visualization). 212 
Networks at low and intermediate correlation thresholds reveals processing-stage
Country enriched modules at high correlation thresholds 247
As the correlation threshold is further increased, the network breaks into various smaller 248 connected components. The resulting individual connected components primarily have the 249 processing-stage sample type. However, there are more than one component that belong to 250 same color or sample type. This reveals the internal structure of the clusters of samples that 251 initially grouped on the basis of their sample types. This additional sub-structure of the network 252 reveals grouping which now is primarily governed by the samples belonging to same country 253 of origin. This is shown in the networks in Figure 3 for correlation thresholds of 0.6, 0.7 and 254 0.8. Panels A and B provide a bird's-eye view at respective thresholds, while panel C gives a 255 detailed view. In contrast to the legend used in previous figures, we now color the nodes on the 256 basis of countries for a quick comprehension of grouping on the basis of countries. The figure  257 with the previous legend scheme is given as Supplementary Information. It can be seen from 258 the figure that same color nodes tend to be present closer together. This feature is visible more 259 in modules of smaller size, but it is also discernible in larger sized modules. We see that as the 260 correlation threshold is further increased, most of the larger size modules break into smaller 261 module, where nodes belonging to the same origin country are increasingly often connected. It 262 should be noted that processing-stage and country of origin are only the major governing 263 factors, on which grouping of samples is based. Other factors such as variety of cocoa hybrid, 264 harvest season, geographical location and landscape of farm in the country etc, can begin to 265 play an important role with increasing correlation threshold. Hence the clustering is not perfect. 266
The other governing factors can potentially lead to finer sub-modular structures in the network. 267
This situation is more likely to be evident at still higher correlation thresholds. As the correlation threshold is gradually increased, edges with correlation less than the 280 threshold value are lost from the network. On one hand this leads to increased consideration of 281 the edges with higher correlation in the determination of the layout of the network, while on 282 the other this, naturally, leads to decrease in the number of edges, and when possible, also 283 decreases the number of nodes in the resulting network, resulting in network breakage. The 284 variation of number of edges and number of nodes connecting them is shown in the 285 Supplementary Information file. In our networks here, only the edges greater than the set 286 correlation threshold and corresponding nodes are present. A movie of the network as a 287 function of progressively increasing the threshold is attached as supplementary information 288 which clearly shows the evolving network and separation of samples belonging to different 289 countries. 290
Similarity of nodes connected by an edge 291
As a node in our correlation networks has two attributes, namely the processing-stage sample-292 type and origin, we define two kinds of similarity for a pair of nodes connected by an edge: 293 sample-type similarity and origin similarity. We define sample-type similarity as the fraction 294 of edges in a network connecting nodes having the same processing-stage sample-type 295 attribute, and origin similarity as the fraction of edges in a network connecting nodes which 296 have same origin attribute. The sample-type and origin similarities as a function of correlation 297 thresholds based on Spearman correlation networks are shown in Figure 4 (solid lines). They 298 differ significantly from each other in terms of both the correlation threshold around which 299 they start to rise and the manner in which they rise. The sample-type similarity starts to increase 300 right from the smaller values of correlation thresholds itself and in a linear manner until it starts 301 to saturate around a correlation threshold value of 0.5 to a similarity value close to 1. This is in 302 agreement with the observed enhancement of the processing-stage sample type character of the 303 network architecture right from the beginning of starting values of correlation threshold, to the 304 almost full appearance of processing-stage sample type character at intermediate correlation 305
threshold in large and small connected components (cf. Figure 2) . The origin similarity remains 306 almost constant and close to that of null model networks (orange dashed line) for a long range 307 of correlation threshold (up to 0.5) suggesting a weak or almost negligible role in the clustering 308 of nodes belonging to the same origin in the layout of network. Only when the correlation 309 threshold is around 0.5, origin similarity starts to increase, suggesting this is the value of 310 correlation threshold at which the contribution of origin effects start to contribute in clustering 311 of nodes belonging to same origin begins. This clearly shows that the processing-stage sample 312 type effect precedes the country effects, and the country effects are finer than the sample-type 313 effect. The origin similarity increases exponentially and reaches a value close to 1. This implies 314 that at higher threshold almost all edges connect nodes having same sample type and same 315 country of origin. file. Both show similar behavior, although at slightly different correlation threshold value. 330
Closeness of thresholded networks to ideal networks 331
In this section, we quantify as a function of correlation threshold how accurately our networks 332 represent the expected ideal networks of cocoa samples given their processing-stage sample 333 types or country of origin. We consider two ideal networks, one each for the processing-stage 334 sample type and country of origin. An ideal processing-stage sample type based network will 335 have a link between a pair of its nodes only when both the nodes belong to the same processing-336 stage sample type, otherwise the link would be absent. Similarly, an ideal origin-based network 337 will have a link between a pair of its nodes only when both the nodes belong to the same 338 country of origin. Thus, in an ideal network based upon processing-stage sample type or 339 country of origin a link is present only between nodes belonging to same sample type, or nodes 340 belonging to same origin, otherwise there is no link between dissimilar nodes. After defining 341 these ideal or true networks, we identify 'true positive' and 'true negative' links by comparing 342 19 the links in the original network at a given correlation threshold (or thresholded network, for 343 short) with the links in the ideal networks. A link is counted to be 'true positive' when the link 344 is present both in the original network at the given threshold and the corresponding ideal 345 network. A link is counted as 'true negative' when the link is absent both in the network at the 346 given threshold and the corresponding ideal network. On the other hand, a link is defined as 347 'false positive' when it is present in the thresholded network but not in the corresponding true 348 network, and 'false negative' when it is absent in the thresholded network but present the true 349
network. An illustration of this scheme through a toy network is provided in Supplementary  350 Information file. Using these terms, we define accuracy a as the fraction of 'true positive' and 351 'true negative' links in an original thresholded network. Accuracy quantifies how close a 352 thresholded network is to the ideal expected network. 353
We find that with increasing correlation thresholds the network becomes closer to the expected 354 
Conclusions and Discussion 374
We have introduced a new approach for studying grouping in cocoa samples using their LC-375 MS profile. This new approach is often called 'network science', and it already benefits a 376 multitude of scientific disciplines. Few cases also exist where network approach has been 377 successfully applied in food science for different purposes ( Figure 1) . The liquor samples are closer to the fermented samples. 385 However, differentiation on the level of country of origin is only revealed upon further analysis. 386
We make a correlation network using the correlation matrix for cocoa samples, and show that 387 systematic variation of a single parameter, namely correlation threshold, can be used to reveal 388 grouping of cocoa samples on the basis of processing-stage, viz. unfermented, fermented and 389 liquor, and country of origin. In the low and intermediate ranges of correlation threshold 390 processing-stage sample type clusters are revealed, and in the higher range of correlation 391 threshold the clustering of cocoa samples on the basis of country of origin is witnessed. We 392 present our results both qualitatively (cf. Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) and quantitatively (cf. Figure  393 4 and Figure 5 ). Besides a successful working approach, our work shows that differentiation 394 of cocoa samples on the level of country of origin is on a more subtle level than their 395 differentiation on the basis of processing-stage sample types. 396
It is worth comparing our approach to an often-used method in similar situation-the principal 397 component analysis (PCA). PCA projects the samples into a lower dimensional space whose 398 axes represent highest possible variation on the basis of the features in the dataset used in the 399 analysis. Often it turns out that this analysis is also able to provide us a view in which samples 400 with different classes well separated. However, there is no binding reason for it to be so, as 401 PCA focuses on maximizing variation amongst the samples on the basis of their features and 402 22 not clustering them per se. Further, only truncated amount of information can be used to 403 visualize the samples as we are limited to a maximum of three dimensions. On the other hand, 404 in a correlation network information from all features (compounds used to calculate 405 correlation) is present. Further, one is able to look at the structure of the network at the level 406 of different amount of information by pruning the network thereby keeping low/high 407 correlations as per need. In this sense, the approach of correlation networks is more 408 sophisticated than that of PCA, omitting PCAs basic philosophy of data reduction. 409
Our study takes into consideration two factors on which cocoa samples may primarily differ: 410 processing-stage and country of origin. However, it is worth noting these are not the only 411 can be a compliment to the traditional approaches in this field. 419 420
